
Swim Meet Expectations

What to Bring to Swim Meets

● Weather appropriate clothing worn over swim suit
● Gator team meet suit
● Backpack containing:

○ Towels x 2
○ Goggles x 2
○ Swim cap x 2
○ Water Bottle
○ Snack/Food
○ Extra swimsuit
○ Sharpie(for writing events)
○ Mask(COVID restrictions pending)

Parent Meet Expectations

Meet attendance: All swimmers are encouraged to attend meets.  Swimmers
are expected to attend all home meets unless there are extenuating
circumstances approved by the coaches.  Events will be selected by the
coaches based upon skill and limited for younger swimmers.  Please make
notes when signing your swimmer up for the meet if you have specific
wants.

1. Ensure your swimmer has all necessary gear for the meet.
2. Ensure your swimmer arrives ontime and prepared to swim.
3. Your conduct should always represent Greenwood Gators positively.
4. Do not expect to talk to your swimmer after their race.  Swimmers

need to cool down, talk to their coaches, and then, if there is time,
they can come see their parents, if needed.

5. Respect the coaches’ ability to lead the team and instruct your
swimmer.

6. Team Spirit in the stands is always appreciated, but not a requirement.



Swimmer Meet Expectations

Meet Attendance: All swimmers are encouraged to attend meets.  Swimmers
are expected to attend all home meets unless there are extenuating
circumstances approved by the coaches.  Events will be selected by the
coaches based upon skill and limited for younger swimmers.

1. Be engaged in the meet; no playing games on your phone if your
teammates are swimming.

2. Cheer for your teammates if they are racing!
3. Team apparel is mandatory at meets: team cap, suit, t-shirt, etc.
4. Bring all necessary swimming gear(caps, goggles, towels, etc.)

including extras(things break!)
5. Always bring a water bottle and healthy snack(s) to keep yourself

fueled on deck.
6. Always be a good sport at all times (to your own teammates as well as

athletes from other teams) no matter how you feel about your race.
7. No sharing water bottles.
8. Learn how to read heat sheets - You are responsible for knowing what

heat and lane you are in.

How to Read a Meet Letter

For each meet in which the Gators are competing there will be a meet letter posted
underneath the team event on the Gator website. The meet letter is created by the host
swim club and provides all the necessary information specific to the meet. While formats
may vary meet to meet, the items listed below will most likely be listed in all meet
letters:

● Meet location - Pool name, address, entry door #
● Facility information - Pool length, # of lanes, warmup pool, etc.
● Eligibility/Sanction/Rules/SafeSport - USA/IN swimming guidelines
● Format - # of days, # of sessions, short/long course, flyover starts, etc
● Entry limits - may vary by age/day/session/meet
● Timelines - Entry deadlines *Note - Gator deadlines will likely be earlier to allow

coaches to complete signups. See Gator website for Gator specific dates.
● Fees - fees are set by the host club and generally charged per event. Fees will

be billed through your automatic withdrawal used for regular Gator fees



● Awards/Scoring - Some meets award team or individual awards such as ribbons
or trophies

● Psych/Heat Sheets/Results - Indicates where sheets and results will be
posted(club website, meet mobile, etc)

● Admissions/Spectators - Spectator limits, admissions fees
● Session/Event Schedule - Most meets will hold multiple sessions that are split by

age group. Each sessions will note a warmup time and meet start time and then
the order of events for each session. Pay close attention to your swimmer’s
sessions as the format will change meet to meet. An example event schedule is
below.

Please ensure that you have thoroughly read the meet letter prior to signing up, and
again prior to the actual event. Also please check back to the Gator website underneath



the meet event as many meets will make changes after the original meet letter is
posted. Updates and additional information may be posted once the meet date gets
closer.

Psych/Heat Sheets

Psych Sheets are a detailed listing of the pre meet seeding of every swimmer in every
event. These are usually posted within a day or two before the meet starts. This can
give parents and swimmers a good idea how big the entire meet will be, how fast the
meet will be, and where your swimmer is seeded. Each event is listed with event #, age
group, and description. Most will list the swimmers name and team along with their seed
time submitted at signup. Please note that signups may take place before other recent
meets so the seed time may not be up to date. An NT entry for seed time means “No
Time” as the swimmer has never competed in the event before. Psych sheets will also
be posted to Meet Mobile for most meets. An example psych sheet is shown below.



Heat Sheets are similar to Psych Sheets except the heat sheets are usually prepared
shortly before the meet to account for scratches. The heat sheet will show the heat and
lane # for each swimmer rather than their overall seed position. These can be very
helpful for spectators to keep track of when your swimmer will be swimming within the
meet. Heat sheets are posted to Meet Mobile for most meets. They are also available



printed out for purchase at most meets. Coaches will receive heat sheets for each
session and will ensure your swimmer is aware of what heat and lane they are
swimming in for each event. An example heat sheet is below.



What to Expect at a Meet

Many swim meets will be very busy, with several hundred swimmers competing across
the entire event. Most meets will consist of multiple sessions beginning Friday afternoon
and running through Sunday evening. It can be a bit overwhelming to new swimmers
and parents..

Arriving to the Pool - Swimmers

Make sure to note the warmup time for your session from the meet letter and arrive
20-30 minutes before that warmup time. Note the entry door to the facility from the meet
letter. Also note the checkin procedure for each meet. Some meets will require positive
checkin from each swimmer to verify they are present and plan to swim that day. This
checkin may be right when the swimmer walks in at a checkin desk. Other meets have
the swimmer just checkin with their coach on the pool deck. Parents are not allowed on
the pool deck so your swimmer will need to enter on their own. There are always lots of
volunteers to help out so definitely ask if you don’t know where to go. If your swimmer is
new, try to connect with an experienced Gator swimmer to help get them onto the pool
deck. Once on the pool deck the Gator coaches will have a spot set aside for our
swimmers to camp. They can leave all their gear here between swims. From here the
coaches will lead the team through warmups and the meet. They’re in good hands!

Arriving to the Pool - Spectators

Warmup time is usually 1 hour prior to the start of the meet. Once your swimmer is onto
the pool deck for warmups, you are normally welcome to head into the stands to find a
seat. Some parents will want to do this if you want your choice of the best seats. Other
parents will leave and come back closer to the start of the meet. Its great to try and sit
with other Gator parents so we can cheer on all our swimmers!

There is usually an admission fee, but the setup varies meet to meet. Since most meets
are multiple sessions, you usually have a choice of a single session, full day, Sat/Sun,
or all sessions(including Friday). Make note of what sessions your swimmers are
competing in to buy the correct option.

During the Meet - Swimmers

Usually after warmups, but before the meet starts, you need to work with your coach to
verify your events, heats, lanes. Many swimmers will use a sharpie marker to write their
event, heat, lanes on their arm. Keep close attention to the scoreboard and/or the



announcer as the events progress to ensure you are ready for your events when the
come up. Your coach will do their best to get you lined up at the correct time, but meets
get busy with coaches watches many swimmers so you need to take some
responsibility for watching out for your own events too. Be ready with cap and goggles
on several heats before yours is up. When you get to the blocks, check in with the
volunteer timer to ensure you are in the correct lane. When the heat directly before
yours begins, you should be behind the block in your lane ready to swim.

Following your swim, go check in with your coach. There will usually be a cool down
swim, then you can return to camp for water/snacks. Be aware of your upcoming events
so you’re ready for the next one!

After you complete your final swim of the day, you are generally free to leave. Please
check in with your coach to ensure you are dismissed and they know you have left. Any
awards will be collected by coaches at the end of the meet and distributed at practice.

During the Meet - Spectators

Meet sessions are supposed to last no longer than 4 hours. Usually they’re in the 2.5-3
hour range. Feel free to bring water, snacks, drinks, meals as appropriate. Most meets
will have some sort of concessions stand as well. Many parents bring bleacher
seats/pads to sit on. Pool spectator areas are notoriously very warm and humid. The
pool area is kept such that the swimmers on deck are comfortable when they are in only
swimsuits and wet, which likely means spectators will be less comfortable. So generally
avoid heavy clothing, and wear layers that can be removed once inside.

Heat sheets and/or the Meet Mobile app are very helpful for keeping track of your and
other Gator swimmers, particularly in larger meets. Parents are not allowed on the pool
deck without exception for insurance reasons. It can be difficult with younger swimmers,
but trust that they will be just fine on the deck with the team. The coaches and other
swimmers do a great job helping everyone out. If your swimmer does need you, most
meets allow swimmers into the stands to see their parents. But in general, your
swimmer should remain on the pool deck with the team and focused on swimming.

Once your swimmer has completed their final swim of the day, they need to check in
with their coach before leaving. Once they’re ready, you can generally meet them right
where they originally entered the pool.


